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February 17, 2005 Abstract There is a large variety of Local Linearization (LL) schemes for the numerical integration of initial value problems, which differ with respect to the algorithm that is used in the numerical implementation of the Local Linear Discretization. However, in contrast with the LL Discretization, the order of convergence of the LL schemes have not been studied. In this paper, a general theorem about that matter is given. In addition, a brief survey of the main implementations of the LL method is also presented.
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Introduction



Discretization methods for initial value problems involving matrix exponentials have been known for decades. However, the complexity of their numerical implementation limited the practical use of them during long time. Recently, this subject has acquired new relevance due to three main reasons: 1) these discretizations recover important qualitative and geometric features of the underlying dynamical systems much better than the conventional integrators, 2) the development of efficient and stable algorithms for the computation of matrix exponentials, 3) their rate of convergence and stability properties are similar to those of the most successful conventional integrators. Relevant integrators of that class are the so called geometric, exponential and local linearization integrators (see [1], [2] and [3] and references therein, respectively). Furthermore, the LL method has been distinguished among the other ones due to a fast expansion beyond the context of ordinary differential equations (ODEs). For instance, the LL method has been successfully applied to the numerical integration of stochastic differential equations (SDEs) [4, 5, 6], random differential equations (RDEs) [7], and delay differential equations (DDEs) [8]. Moreover, the LL approach has been the key in the derivation of effective methods for the solution of filtering [9, 10] and inference problems [11, 12, 13] for ordinary and stochastic differential equations, which have found valuable applications in neuroscience, immunology and finance [14, 15, 16]. This has been possible because of the generality of the LL approach and the flexibility in the numerical implementations of the LL Discretizations. In particular, the latter has allowed the construction of different LL schemes in line with the requirements of the problems to be solved, i.e., schemes for large scale problems [2], for the computation of Lyapunov exponents [17], etc. However, in contrast with the wide variety of results obtained for the LL discretizations, the theoretical study of the LL schemes has not been addressed so far. Since the
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LL schemes for ODEs underly all the other LL schemes for SDEs, RDEs and DDEs, a major study of the former ones becomes particularly important. The proposal of this paper is studying the convergence of the LL schemes for ODEs. Specifically, a general theorem about that matter and various illustrative applications are given. In addition, a necessary survey on the LL method and its numerical implementations is briefly presented.



2 2.1



Preliminaries Local Linear Approximations



Let consider the following m-dimensional differential equation dx (t) = dt x(t0 ) =



f (t, x (t)) ,



t ∈ [t0 , T ]



x0



(1) (2)



where x0 ∈ Rm is a given initial point, and f : R × Rm −→ Rm is a differentiable function. Let (t)h = {tn : n = 0, 1, · · · , N } be a time discretization with maximum step-size h < 1 defined as a sequence of times that satisfies 0 ≤ t0 < t1 < · · · < tN , and sup (tn+1 − tn ) ≤ h. n



Let further nt = max {n = 0, 1, · · · , N : tn ≤ t} , for all t ∈ R+ . Definition 1 ([5]) For a given time discretization (t)h , the Local Linear Discretization of the solution of (1)-(2) is defined by the recursive expression ytn+1 = ytn + φ (tn , ytn ; hn ) ,



(3)



starting with yt0 = x0 , where Z



h



φ (s, ys ; h) =



efx (s,ys )(h−u) (f (s, ys ) + ft (s, ys ) u)du,



(4)



0



and hn = tn+1 −tn . Here, fx and ft denote the partial derivatives of f with respect to the variables x and t, respectively. Definition 2 ([5]) For a given time discretization (t)h , the Local Linear Approximation of the solution of (1)-(2) is defined by the function ¡ ¢ y (t) = ytnt + φ tnt , ytnt , t − tnt , (5) where ytnt is the LL Discretization (3). It is clear that the LL Approximation is a continuous time function that coincides with the LL Discretization at each point of the time discretization (t)h . It is also known that the LL Approximation is a continuous function that satisfies the piecewise linear ODE dy (t) = A (tnt ) y(t) + a (tnt ; t) , dt y (tnt ) = ytnt , 2



(6)



and so the variation of constants formula ½ Z A(tnt )(t−tnt ) y (t) = e ytnt +



t−tnt



e



−A(tnt )u



0



a (tnt ; tnt



¾ + u)}du



(7)



for all t ∈ [t0 , T ]. Here, A (s) = fx (s, ys ) is a m × m matrix and a(s; t) = ft (s, ys ) (t − s) + f (s, ys ) −A (s) ys is a m-dimensional vector. Under Lipschitz conditions and linear growth bound for f and its derivatives, it has been proved that sup kx(t)−y(t)k ≤ Ch2 , (8) t0 ≤t≤T



where C is a positive constant [5], i.e., the LL Approximation converge uniformly to the solution of (1)-(2) with order 2. Moreover, under bound conditions for the first derivatives of f follows the continuity of LL Approximation y(t), t ∈ [t0 , T ] [5].
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Local Linearization Schemes1



etn of the LL Definition 3 For a given time discretization (t)h , any numerical implementation y Discretization ytn is called LL scheme2 . There is a large variety of LL schemes which differ with respect to the algorithm that is used in the numerical implementation of the LL Discretization. For instance, depending on the way for computing the integral (4) in (3), different LL schemes can be obtained. A first way to do that is by means of quadrature formulas (see for instance [19]). However, a glance to this idea reveals that an accurate computation of (4) would require the construction of a very thin partition of the interval [0, h] and a large number of evaluations of the exponential matrices. Therefore, this approach is unfeasible from computational point of view. In the case that fx (ytn ) be a non singular matrix, an elemental LL scheme for autonomous ODEs can be obtained [4],[20]-[24]. Integration by parts in (4) yields to ytn+1 = ytn + (fx (ytn ))



−1



(ehfx (ytn ) − I) f (ytn ),



(9)



which requires an algorithm for the numerical computation of inverse and exponential of matrices. Thus, this simple expression is computationally expensive and it is not reliable in case of ill conditioned matrices fx (ytn ). An alternative scheme [25] that does not involve the inverse of a matrix can be directly derived by rewriting (4) as Z



h



φ (s, ys ; h) =



Z efx (s,ys )(h−u) f (s, ys ) du +



0



0



h



Z



u



efx (s,ys )(h−u) ft (s, ys ) dudv,



0



and applying the Theorem 1 in [26] for computing the expresion above. In this way, the LL Discretization can be rewritten as ytn+1 = ytn + g(ytn ; hn )



(10)



ytn+1 = ytn + h(tn , ytn ; hn )



(11)



for autonomous ODEs, and as



for non-autonomous ODEs, respectively. Here, the vectors g and h are defined in the blocks matrices 1 This subsection does not include the recently proposed high order LL schemes [18], which will be the subject of a further paper. 2 In some papers, the LL schemes are also called Euler Exponential or Exponentiallly Fitted Euler schemes.
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·



and



F(ytn ; hn ) 0







· Cn =



and







¸ = ehn Cn



 g1 (tn , ytn ; hn ) h(tn , ytn ; hn ) 1 g2 (tn , ytn ; hn )  = ehn Dn 0 1



F(tn , ytn ; hn )  0 0



respectively, where



g(ytn ; hn ) 1



fx (ytn ) 0



fx (tn , ytn ) 0 Dn =  0



f (ytn ) 0



¸ ∈ R(m+1)×(m+1) ,



 ft (tn , ytn ) f (tn , ytn )  ∈ R(m+2)×(m+2) . 0 1 0 0



Thus, the numerical implementation of the expressions (10) and (11) is reduced to the use of a conventional algorithm to compute matrix exponentials, e.g., those based on rational Pad´e approximations, the Schur decomposition or Krylov subspace methods (for a recent review see [27]). The choice of one of them will mainly depends on the size and structure of the matrix fx (ytn ). In many cases, it is enough to use the algorithms developed in [26, 28] which take advantage of the special structure of the matrices Cn and Dn . For large systems of differential equations the Krylov subspace methods are specially recommended. In £this case, the ¤ Krylov hn Cn hn Dn | 0 1 method is applied to compute the vectors e r or e r with r = or r| = 1×m £ ¤ 01×(m+1) 1 , respectively. Recently, Lie-group based methods for the computation of matrix exponential have been also developed. These methods are useful in case that the conservation of invariants and symmetries be an essential need (see [1], and references therein). In contrast with the mentioned LL schemes, other ones are based on approximations to φ (s, ys ; h) that do not involve the explicit computation of matrix exponentials. Examples are the approximations based on the Schur decomposition [29], the rational Pade approximations [30] and the Krylov subspace methods [30]. To obtain a LL scheme based on the Schur decomposition, the expression (4) is rewritten as φ (s, ys ; h) = r0 (fx (s, ys ) , h) (f (s, ys ) + hft (s, ys )) − r1 (fx (s, ys ) , h) ft (s, ys ) , where



Z



h



rn (M, h) =



eMu un du,



0



with M ≡ f x (s, ys ) and n ∈ N. If M is not singular, it can be shown by induction that rn (M, h) = hn+1 n!{(−Mh)−n−1 (I − eMh ) − eMh



n−1 X



(−Mh)−i−1 /(n − i)!}.



i=0



In general, if M is singular, then rn (M, h) can be defined as the limit of rn (Mk , h) as Mk tends to M within the class of nonsingular matrices. This limit is then computed through the Schur decomposition M = QTQ| . Define Mk = QTk Q| where Tk = T + Dk , and Dk is a invertible diagonal matrix such that Dk tends to the zero matrix as k goes to infinite. Thus, the LL scheme is defined as ytn+1 = ytn + lim {Qr0 (Tk , hn )Q| (f (tn , ytn )+hn ft (tn , ytn ))−Qr1 (Tk , hn )Q| ft (tn , ytn )} (12) k→∞



where lim r0 (Tk , h) and lim r1 (Tk , h) are computed by means of the recursive Parlett algorithm k→∞



k→∞



[31]. In this way, rn (Tk , h) can be expressed in terms of rn ([Tk ]ii , h), where [Tk ]ii are the
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diagonal entries of Tk . If [T]ii 6= 0 then lim rn ([Tk ]ii , h) = rn ([T]ii , h), whereas if [T]ii = 0 then lim rn ([Tk ]ii , h) = hn+1 /(n + 1).



k→∞



k→∞



The other LL schemes based on Pade or Krylov approximation can be obtained by rewritting (9) as ytn+1 = ytn + hn ϕ(hn fx (ytn )) f (ytn ), (13) where ϕ(z) ≡ (ez − 1)/z =



∞ P



z i /(i + 1)!. That is, by applying directly these approximations



i=0



to either ϕ(hn fx (ytn )) or ϕ(hn fx (ytn )) f (ytn ), respectively. For non-autonomous ODEs, the procedure above is applied to the extended formally autonomous system obtained by adding the trivial differential equation dt/dt = 1. On the other hand, the Pade and Krylov approximations have also been used to compute directly the variation of constants formula (7) for autonomous equations [27]. For it, that formula is rewritten as y (t) = ehnt A(tnt ) ytnt + hnt ϕ(hnt A (tnt ))a(tnt ; tnt ), which yields to the recursive integration y (τk+1 ) = y (τk + ∆k ) = y (τk ) + ∆k ϕ(∆k A (tnt ))(A (tnt ) y (τk ) + a(tnt ; tnt )),



(14)



of the equation (6) on [tnt , tnt +1 ], for all increasing sequence of time instants τk ∈ [tnt , tnt +1 ]. Thus, LL schemes can be obtained by approximating ϕ as in the previous paragraph. Note that (14) includes (13) as a particular case. Another way to compute the LL Discretization is by means of conventional numerical methods for the integration of the linear ODE (6). In particular, implicit integrators should be used in order to keep the A-stability of the LL Discretization. In the case of low order integrators, similar problems to those of quadrature methods arise. That is, the accurate computation of solution of (6) requires the construction of a very thin partition of the interval [0, h] and a large number of evaluations of the exponential matrices. Thus, to attenuate these difficulties, high order methods should be used.
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Convergence of the LL schemes



Obviously the error of the LL schemes for the integration of (1) depends of both, the discretization error (8) and the error in the numerical implementation of the LL Discretization (3). This is stated in the following theorem. e be a numerical solution of the piecewise linear ODE Theorem 4 Let y dz (t) = dt z (tnt ) =



B (tnt ) z(t) + b (tnt ; t) ,



(15)



e tn t , y



¡ ¢ ¡ ¢ etnt is a m×m matrix and b(tnt ; t) = ft tnt , y etnt (t− for all t ∈ [t0 , T ], where B (tnt ) = fx tnt , y ¡ ¢ etnt −B (tnt ) y etnt is a m-dimensional vector. If tnt ) + f tnt , y sup



kz(t)−e y(t)k ≤ Chr+1 ,



tn ≤t≤tn+1



then



sup kx(t)−e y(t)k ≤ M hmin{2,r} , t0 ≤t≤T



where C and M are positive constants. The following lemma provides a Lipschitz-type condition for the function φ in (4), which will be useful to proof the theorem above. 5



Lemma 5 Suppose that f and its derivatives are Lipschitz functions with linear growth bound. Then, there exits a positive constant P such that e (tn ); h)k ≤ hP ky(tn ) − y e (tn )k , kφ (tn , y(tn ); h) − φ (tn , y for all tn ∈ (t)h and h > 0. e (tn )) ≡ (s, ys , y es ). Thus Proof. By simplicity, let (tn , y(tn ), y R = φ (tn , y (tn ) ; h) − φ (tn , x (tn ) ; h) can be written as Z h Z R= efx (s,ys )(h−u) {f (s, ys ) + uft (s, ys )}du − 0



h



es ) + uft (s, y es )}du. efx (s,eys )(h−u) {f (s, y



0



From the expression above, it is obtained that Z kRk



° ° ° fx (s,ys )(h−u) ° es )k + u kft (s, y es )k} du − efx (s,eys )(h−u) ° {kf (s, y °e



h



≤ 0



Z



h



+



° ° ° fx (s,ys )(h−u) ° es )k + u kft (s, ys ) − ft (s, y es )k}du °e ° {kf (s, ys ) − f (s, y



0



Z



° ° ° fx (s,ys )(h−u) ° − efx (s,eys )(h−u) ° {kf (s, ys )k + u kft (s, ys )k} du °e



h



≤ 0



Z



h



+



° ° ° ° ° ° ° ° {°efx (s,ys )(h−u) − efx (s,eys )(h−u) ° + °efx (s,ys )(h−u) °}



0



es )k + u kft (s, ys ) − ft (s, y es )k}du. {kf (s, ys ) − f (s, y Since y(t) is a continuous function on [t0 , T ], and f and its derivatives are functions with linear growth bound, then there exist two positive constants K0 and K such that k(f (s, ys ))k + k(fx (s, ys ))k + k(ft (s, ys ))k ≤ K0 (1+ kys k) ≤ K, for all s ∈ [t0 , T ]. In addition, let us denote by λ the maximum among the Lipschitz constant of the functions f , fx and ft . From the Finite Increments Inequality follows that ° ° ° fx (s,ys )(h−u) ° es )k − efx (s,eys )(h−u) ° ≤ Ch kfx (s, ys ) − fx (s, y °e es k ≤ Chλ kys − y for all u ∈ [0, h], where C = eKh . By using the last two inequalities, the bound and Lipschitz conditions of f and its derivatives, it is obtained that (Z ) Z h h es k kRk ≤ Chλ(K + Ku)du + 3C(λ + λu)du kys − y 0



0



es k , ≤ hP kys − y ¡ ¢ where P = Cλ 1 + h2 (3 + Kh). Proof. of Theorem 4. By the triangular inequality it follows that sup kx(t)−e y(t)k ≤ sup kx(t) − y(t)k + sup ky(t)−e y(t)k t0 ≤t≤T



t0 ≤t≤T



(16)



t0 ≤t≤T



where the first term in the right hand side is the error of the LL Discretization and the second one is the error in the numerical implementation of the LL Discretization. Denote by en = sup ky(t)−e y(t)k t0 ≤t≤tn
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the uniform error in the numerical implementation of the LL discretization up to tn . Now, taking into account that ¢ ¡ y(t) = ytnt + φ tnt , ytnt ; t − tnt and



¡ ¢ etnt + φ tnt , y etnt ; t − tnt , z(t) = y



for all t ∈ [t0 , T ]; and Lemma 5 it follows that sup



e (t)k ≤ ky(t) − y



tn ≤t≤tn+1



sup



ky(t) − z(t)k +



tn ≤t≤tn+1



e tn k + ≤ kytn − y +



sup



sup



kz(t)−e y(t)k



tn ≤t≤tn+1



sup tn ≤t≤tn+1



etn ; t − tn )k kφ (tn , ytn ; t − tn ) − φ (tn , y



kz(t)−e y(t)k



tn ≤t≤tn+1



etn k + Chr+1 ≤ (1 + P h) kytn − y ≤ (1 + P h)en + Chr+1 . Notice that, this expression gives an error bound for all t ∈ [tn , tn+1 ] . However, by definition of en , that bound also holds for t ∈ [t0 , tn ]. Therefore en+1 ≤ (1 + P h)en + Chr+1 . Moreover, by induction, the last inequality implies that n+1



en+1 ≤



((1 + hP ) hP



Thus,



− 1)



Chr+1 .



eN ≤ C1 hr



(17)



C P (exp(P N h))



where C1 = − 1). Finally, from the inequalities (16), (8) and (17) the proof of the theorem is completed. Obviously, this theorem can be directly applied to the LL schemes based on conventional numerical methods for the integration of the linear ODE (6). etn+1 = y etn + Λ (tn , y etn ; tn+1 − tn ) be an order r conventional numerical Proposition 6 Let y integrator for the linear equation (15). Then kx(tn )−e y(tn )k ≤ M hmin{2,r} , for all tn , where M is a positive constant. Proof. By definition of local truncation error, e (tn ); t − tn )k ≤ Chr+1 kz(t)−e y(tn ) − Λ(tn , y for all t ∈ [tn , tn+1 ], where C is a positive constant. Then, according to the previous theorem the proof is completed. However, Theorem 4 can not be straighfoward applied to the LL schemes based on the numerical implementation of exact solution of (6). For these type of schemes we have the following useful result. Theorem 7 Denote by φe the numerical implementation of φ, and by ¡ ¢ e (t) = y etnt + φe tnt , y etnt ; t − tnt y



(18)



the numerical implementation of the LL Approximation (5) for all t ∈ [t0 , T ]. If ° ¡ ¢ ¡ ¢° ° ° etnt ; t − tnt − φe tnt , y etnt ; t − tnt ° ≤ Chr+1 ° φ tn t , y



(19)



then



sup kx(t)−e y(t)k ≤ M hmin{2,r} , t0 ≤t≤T



where C and M are positive constants. 7



Proof. Since the solution of (15) is ¡ ¢ etnt + φ tnt , y etnt ; t − tnt , z(t) = y then sup



kz(t)−e y(t)k ≤



tn ≤t≤tn+1



sup tn ≤t≤tn+1



≤



° ¡ ¢° ¢ ¡ ° ° etnt ; t − tnt ° etnt ; t − tnt − φe tnt , y °φ tnt , y



Chr+1



Thus, by Theorem 4 the proof is completed. Let us see, for instance, an instructive example in which the Pad´e approximation is combined with the ”scaling and squaring” stratategy to compute the exponential matrix of the LL discretization (10). etn ; hn ) = L (Pq,q (2−kn Cn hn ))2 r, where Pq,q (2−kn Cn hn ) is the Proposition 8 Let φe (tn , y ° ° −kn (q, q)-Pad´ e approximation of e£2 Cn hn , k¤n is an integer number such that °2−kn Cn hn ° ≤ 21 , £ ¤ L = Im 0m×1 and r| = 01×m 1 . If f and its derivatives are bounded, then the global error of the LL scheme etn+1 = y etn + φe (tn , y etn ; hn ) y kn



is given by



kx(tn )−e y(tn )k ≤ M hmin{2,2q} ,



for all tn , where M is a positive constant. Proof. It is well known that ° X+E ° °e − eX ° ≤ kEk ekXk+kEk for any square matrices X and E; and k



(Pq,q (2−k X))2 = eX+E , ° ° 2q+1 for an integer number k such that °2−k X° ≤ 12 , where kEk ≤ α2−2kq+3 kXk ≤ α( 21 )2q−3 kXk with α =



(q!)2 (2q)!(2q+1)!



(see for instance, [32] and [33], respectively). Therefore ° ° k° ° X °e − (Pq,q (2−k X))2 ° = ≤



° X ° °e − eX+E ° 2q+1



cq (k, kXk) kXk



,



1 2q−3



)N where cq (k, N ) = α2−2kq+3 e(1+α( 2 ) . By using the last inequality follows that ° ° ° ° etn ; hn ) − φe (tn , y etn ; hn )° ≤ cq (kn , kCn k) kLk krk kCn k2q+1 h2q+1 . °φ (tn , y



Since f and fx are bounded functions, then there exists a constant K > 0 such that kCn k = °· ¸° ° fx (e ° y ) f (e y ) tn tn ° ° ≤ K, for all tn ∈ [t0 , T ]. This implies that ° ° 0 0 ° ° ° ° etn ; hn ) − φe (tn , y etn ; hn )° ≤ cq (log2 (2K), K) kLk krk K 2q+1 h2q+1 . °φ (tn , y In this way, the previous theorem holds and so the proof is completed.
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4



Discussion



According to the theorems of the previous section, a numerical implementation of φ with error O(h3 ) is enough to keep the order of convergence of the LL Discretization. However, the high performance of the current computers has allowed professional mathematical softwares (i.e., MATLAB, etc) to provide subroutines for the computation of complex matrix operations up to the precision of the floating-point arithmetic. This includes the computation of inverse matrix, exponential matrix, Schur decomposition, etc. Therefore, most of the LL schemes do the ”exact computation” (up to the precision of the floating-point arithmetic) of the function φ. Obviously, the first class of LL schemes save computer time due to considerably less arithmetic operations are required. Whereas, the second one provides the ”exact” solution of linear equations, which allows these schemes to retain the dynamical properties of the LL Discretization. However, in opinion of the authors, the trade off between the computational cost and the preservation of the qualitative and geometric features of the underlying dynamical systems by the LL schemes is not concluded. Therefore, numerical implementations of φ with error lower than O(h2 ) need a further study.
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